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Rigaku to Host Virtual
Analytical X-Ray Convention
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Rigaku will be live webcasting a 3-day Virtual Analytical X-ray Convention, taking place
August 4-6, featuring live seminars on X-ray techniques and live instrument demonstrations.
July 20, 2020 – The Woodlands, Texas. Rigaku
Corporation, a global leader in X-ray analytical
instrumentation, is pleased to present a 3-day
Virtual Analytical X-ray Convention.
In response to the cancellations of the
Microscopy & MicroAnalysis, Denver X-ray, and American Crystallographic Association physical conferences this
summer due to the coronavirus (COVID-19) outbreak, Rigaku will present live webcasts of a 3-day Virtual Analytical
X-ray Convention from the Rigaku laboratory facility in Texas. The webcasts will take place Tuesday, August 4
through Thursday, August 6, and will feature live seminars on X-ray techniques and live instrument demonstrations.
The event will feature virtual “booths” for X-ray diffraction (XRD), X-ray computed tomography (CT) and X-ray
fluorescence (XRF). Participants can visit any booth at any time during the event to view the content, gather information
or access the on-demand presentations. There will also be live webcasts and equipment demonstrations given at

multiple times throughout the 3-day event, as well as a concierge booth where visitors can ask questions or schedule
private demos or training sessions.

Live webcasts will cover a broad range of topics from practical applications, best practices, advanced methods, and
the latest developments in X-ray based analytical technology.
Registration information, along with a detailed schedule of events and topics, is available at
https://www.rigaku.com/convention/
About Rigaku
Since its inception in Japan in 1951, Rigaku has been at the forefront of analytical and industrial instrumentation
technology. Rigaku and its subsidiaries form a global group focused on general-purpose analytical instrumentation and
the life sciences. With hundreds of major innovations to their credit, Rigaku companies are world leaders in X-ray
spectrometry, diffraction, and optics, as well as small molecule and protein crystallography and semiconductor
metrology. Today, Rigaku employs over 1,400 people in the manufacturing and support of its analytical equipment,
which is used in more than 90 countries around the world supporting research, development, and quality assurance
activities. Throughout the world, Rigaku continuously promotes partnerships, dialog, and innovation within the global
scientific and industrial communities.
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